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• TAT-8 (1988): First transoceanic fiber optic cable

• PTAT-1 (1989): First “private” cable (1989)

• FLAG (1997): First private cable with multiple 
country landings

• Global Crossing

– First non-carrier built system

– Atlantic Crossing -1 (1998) connected 
U.S. and Europe

– Followed by Pacific, Asian, American cables

• Success of Global Crossing inspired other 
privately-financed projects

• Carriers also built new consortium cables

• However, in 2001–2003 the Dotcom/telecom 
decline and overcapacity resulted in reduced 
demand and downward price spiral



Modern History of 
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• In the past few years, aging cables and lack of 
new investment for a number of years has 
resulted in insufficient capacity on certain routes

• Bandwidth demands have spurred a construction 
spree of new cables around the globe 

• Largest submarine cable builders now are 
hyperscalers, particularly Google, Meta, Amazon 
and Microsoft

• Other hyperscalers (e.g., Apple or Oracle) have 
not yet built their own cables and are mostly 
customers on other cables



Modern History of 
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• Hyperscalers compete with one another on their 
core services, but their interests are closely 
aligned for submarine cables. This has resulted in 
close collaboration and partnership in many new 
builds

• Contrary to cable developers/carriers where a 
cable is a “profit center,” a submarine cable is a 
“cost center” for hyperscalers. Thus, they have 
put significant pressure to reduce bandwidth 
prices and overall cable construction costs

• Due to significant building activity by hyperscaler-
led cables, now construction windows are longer
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Building a Submarine Cable System: 
Consortium and Private Cables

• Consortium Cables

– “Club cables” formed by incumbent carriers

– All members participate in major decisions

– One member leads development and day-to-day construction, operation, and management

– Generally internally funded

– Members own and use all capacity

– Sales to third parties limited

– Members control landings in their countries 

– Access to CLS/backhaul common point of contention
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Building a Submarine Cable System: 
Consortium and Private Cables (2)

• Private Cables

– Built by carriers or non-carriers 

– Use variety of financing tools

– Carriers’ carrier financial model

– IRU sales/leases -- dark fiber, lit fiber, 
wavelengths -- to hyperscalers, carriers and 
service providers

– Large closed networks for multinational 
corporations

– Landing and backhaul often problematic

• New “truly private” cables (e.g., Google’s Curie 
or Firmina systems)
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Building a Submarine Cable System:
Corporate and Tax Structuring

• Major Considerations when building a business plan:

– Planned use of cable

– Most private cables rely on pre-sales to hyperscalers/carriers/large users to secure 
funding and become viable

– Low latency systems (particular interest for financial community and high-frequency 
traders)

– Requirements of lenders and financial sponsors

– Tax efficiency

– Goal is to push as much revenue as possible offshore 

– Legacy offshore jurisdictions no longer used due to new Minimum Global Tax obligations 

– No taxation of revenues in High Seas (i.e., international waters)
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Building a Submarine Cable System:
Financing

• Jurisdictional Considerations

– Historically formed in Bermuda, now moving to Ireland or Singapore due to favorable tax regimes

• Consortium cables: Generally self-funded by members 

• Hybrid systems: Some members of consortium are carriers/hyperscalers with an independent developer

• Private cables: Equity and debt financing 

– Project finance structure: senior secured, non-recourse debt, payable from cash flows

– *As noted prior, truly Private systems are self-funded by hyperscalers*

– Vendor financing common in all structures

– Venture capital/private equity back in telecom industry

• Funding from multilateral organizations has been important for projects in less-developed countries

• Investors in general more conservative and demand additional protections 

• Having significant pre-sales or capacity commitments is a condition for funding
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Building a Submarine Cable System:
Project Documents – C&MA vs. JBA and Maintenance
Construction and Maintenance Agreement 
(“C&MA”)

– Ownership of segments and capacity

– Management and governance

– Management/payment of capital costs

– Management/payment of O&M costs

– Access to cable landing stations and 
backhaul

– Limits on use/assignment/resale of 
capacity

– Upgrades

– Generally governed by English or New 
York law

Joint Build Agreement (“JBA”) & 
Maintenance Agreement

• Joint Build Agreement (“JBA”)

– New Generation of C&MA created by 
hyperscalers

– Independent Fiber Pair Ownership and 
Upgrades

– More flexibility to transfer fiber pairs or half 
fiber pairs

– Open cable landing stations and access by 
competitive backhaul providers (i.e., 
elimination of toll booths) 

• Maintenance Agreements

– Marine maintenance generally subcontracted 
to special organization
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Building a Submarine Cable System:
Project Documents – Supply Contract

• Tender process/RFP typically used 

– Same major vendors build most systems: Subcom, Alcatel Submarine Networks, NEC, HMN (Huawei 
Marine (subject to U.S. trade restrictions)

• Typically done on turnkey basis: Vendor handles subsea and terrestrial construction

– Construction schedule and penalties for non-performance biggest issues

• Vendor obtains construction permits; developer handles telecom and landing permits

• Vendor financing

• Nowadays terminal equipment generally not part of original Supply Contract (i.e., ability 
for parties to purchase SLTE from other equipment manufacturers)
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Building a Submarine Cable System:
Development Challenges – Regulatory

• Coordination of licensing and 
permitting with construction 
activities is important

– Telecommunications license

– Landing license

– Other permits

– Environmental (Army Corps of 
Engineers in the U.S.)

– Defense

– Vessel Importation

– Local construction and land use
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Building a Submarine Cable System:
Development Challenges – Regulatory (2)

• Licensing and permitting typically more difficult in emerging markets

– Less developed legal and regulatory regimes

– More red tape

– Less transparency

– “Localization” rules – requirement to use local professionals

• National Security considerations have become more prevalent in past few years

– This will be addressed later in the presentation

• “Political” considerations

– Fishermen unions, other seabed users

– Political risk insurance and other mitigation mechanisms
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Building a Submarine Cable System:
Development Challenges (3)

• Cable Landing Stations

– Access to Land and ROW 

– Beach access normally not problematic

– Handled at national level

– Beach manhole to CLS often difficult

– Municipalities impose onerous permitting processes and high costs for use of ROW

• Backhaul faces similar issues

• Newer systems are foregoing CLS near the coast and placing terminal equipment at a PoP 
inland

• Avoiding South China Sea

• Crossing of third country territorial waters
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• Capacity/fiber pairs owned for own use (carriers or hyperscalers)

• Indefeasible Rights of Use

– Dark Fiber

– Lit Fiber

– Wavelengths

• Leased Capacity

• Fiber pair swaps

Capacity Ownership Options and Transactions
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U.S. Regulation of 
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Systems
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U.S. Regulation of Telecommunications 
and Submarine Cable Systems
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Common Carrier – Private Carrier Distinction

• Telecommunications services may be offered as a common carrier or private carrier

• Common Carrier: Offer service for compensation to the public or classes of users so as to be 
effectively available to the public

• Private Carrier: Offer service to smaller group of users, not the greater                                     
public

– Characteristics of a private carrier

– Small and stable clientele

– Individually negotiated contracts

– Contracts tailored to client needs

– Medium to long-term contracts

– Provider lacks market power

– Does not have same rights and obligations as common carrier
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U.S. Regulation of Common Carriers

• Legal Rights

– Right to interconnection, collocation, numbering 
resources, etc.

– Access to rights of way

• Legal Obligations

– Offer service to comparable users on comparable 
rates, terms, and conditions (i.e., non-
discrimination)

– Rates, terms, and conditions of service must be 
reasonable

– Must provide interconnection, access and similar 
obligations upon request
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FCC Cable Licensing Process

• Application requirements (common and non-
common carrier systems)

– Description of cable (including capacity)

– Description and geographic coordinates of route and U.S. 
and foreign cable landings

– Election of common or non-common carrier status

– NARUC Tests

– FCC may require common carrier status if cable route 
is not sufficiently competitive

– Ownership information

– Process becoming much more complicated due to new 
FCC focus on “critical infrastructure”
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FCC Cable Licensing Process (2)

• Required licensees/co-licensees

– Any entity that owns/controls a U.S. landing station

– Any entity with a 5% or greater interest in the system (but only 
if it will use the U.S. segments)

• All original owners of the system must be named in 
application but are not licensees unless they meet the 
above criteria

• Applicants must provide all 10% or greater beneficial 
owners

• IRU holders (regardless of size) do not need to be part of 
the license
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FCC Submarine Cable Regulation

• Special Temporary Authority (“STA”) during construction and testing are now routine

• Obligations applicable to all cable licensees:

– Obtain prior approval for changes in control

– File Form 499 Telecommunications Reporting Worksheet

– Potentially subject to USF, TRS, LNP and NANP contributions

– File Capacity Reports (Cable Owners and Capacity Holders). Reports due 03/31 of each year

– Pay annual regulatory fees (September of each year)

• Compliance with, and periodic reporting under Team Telecom’s NSA or LOA
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FCC Annual Regulatory Fees

• FCC sets operating costs for upcoming year and allocates costs among users of FCC 
services 

• Assessments vary by license and service

• Submarine cable fees is a topic of significant contention between the FCC and submarine 
cable industry

• Submarine cable providers pay very high fees. Depending on the capacity of the cable, the 
annual fees for FY2022 vary from $8,610 (systems of less than 50 Gbps) to $275,430 
(systems of 6,500 Gbps or greater)

• Fee is due per system (i.e., not for each member of a consortium). Thus, for consortium 
cables, fees generally allocated among participants based on their relative participation 
interests in the system
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Team Telecom Approval

• Committee group led by DOJ with participation of DHS and DOD

• Evaluates national security and law enforcement risks

• Process laid out in EO 13913 (Review period of 120 days + 
potential additional 90-day secondary review)

• Team Telecom asks the FCC to defer action until TT concludes 
review—Submarine cable approvals now taking 8 to 9 months to 
complete

• Big concerns with principal equipment and NOC

• Process ends with National Security Agreement (“NSA”) or 
Letter of Assurances (“LOA”). Generally signed only by U.S. 
Landing Party(ies).

• Team Telecom reviews ALL cable applications, even those where 
applicants are 100% American
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Team Telecom Approval (2)

• Subsea cables that have Chinese owners and/or connect to China, including 
Hong Kong, have been targeted by the U.S. government over data security 
concerns. 

• In a recent NSA for a subsea cable connecting the U.S. to points different than 
Hong Kong or Mainland China, Team Telecom:

– Required the licensees to pursue diversification of interconnection points other than 
Hong Kong; and 

– Suggested that applicants seek different interconnection points in Asia, including but 
not limited to Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand, Singapore and Vietnam.

• Team Telecom also restricted access to information and infrastructure from a 
Hong-Kong-based owner that withdrew its application for an FCC license
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Team Telecom Approval (3)

• The restrictions ultimately allow Team Telecom to 
minimize data that is transferred indirectly to 
China.  

• However, restricting subsea cables to China and 
Chinese ownership of subsea cables hinders open 
global communications.

• Even cables that have no direct connection to 
China (e.g., US-Cuba cable) have been scrutinized 
by Team Telecom due to potential Chinese 
connections.
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Pending Legislation in the U.S.

• The Under Sea Cable Control Act (H.R. 1189) passed the House via 
voice vote on March 27, 2023

• H.R. 1189 seeks, broadly, to prevent foreign adversaries (with 
China specifically being named) from acquiring goods and 
technologies for undersea cable projects

• The Bill would capture all currently-in-service as well as any newly 
constructed submarine cable systems

• The Bill directs: 

– the President to broadly generate a strategy to restrict access to 
submarine cable technologies and to enter into multilateral agreements 
with allies to do the same

– the Secretary of Commerce to “evaluate” the addition of submarine cable 
technologies to add to the Commerce Control List
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International Regulation of Submarine Cables 

• Outside U.S. licensing often focuses on whether services provided on facilities basis or via 
resale

– Ownership or operation of facilities typically requires a “carrier” license or equivalent

– Landing submarine cable or lighting capacity typically requires a telecommunications license

– Environmental permitting, etc.

• Common/Private carrier distinction does not generally exist

– Traditionally limited to intra-corporate networks

– Hyperscalers partner with foreign carriers to ensure regulatory compliance 

• National Security/Foreign Investment reviews now becoming the norm, particularly in 
Europe
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International Regulation of Submarine Cables 

• The U.S. is not the only country reviewing subsea cables and telecommunications 
equipment over national security concerns 

– Many countries consider subsea cables as critical infrastructure that require mandatory reviews

– European countries are in the process of implementing more robust foreign direct investment 
regimes, with some already requiring foreign direct investment reviews of communications 
infrastructure because of national security concerns

• Countries are also revoking the use of telecommunications equipment, like the FCC, based 
on country of origin.  

– Australia, Canada and the U.K. have banned Chinese-origin equipment from their networks.

– The European Union has called for additional restrictions in this area.

– However, some of its member states still allow significant Chinese equipment inputs into their 
national networks. Although in recent days the situation is rapidly changing, particularly in 
Germany.
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International Regulation of Submarine Cables (3)

• Examples of countries where landing a submarine cable, 
requires a “carrier” or “facilities-based” 
telecommunications license include most Asian 
countries (e.g., Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore)

• Conversely, other countries regulate submarine cables 
in the same fashion as terrestrial networks. Example: 
EU

• A third category of countries (mostly countries with 
legacy monopoly operators) have a cable landing 
license independent from telecom services. Examples: 
Costa Rica, Honduras
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Coronavirus
COVID-19 Resources
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We have formed a multidisciplinary 
Coronavirus/COVID-19 Task Force to 
help guide clients through the broad scope 
of legal issues brought on by this public 
health challenge. 

To help keep you on top of 
developments as they 
unfold, we also have 
launched a resource page 
on our website at
www.morganlewis.com/
topics/coronavirus-
covid-19

If you would like to receive 
a daily digest of all new 
updates to the page, please 
visit the resource page to 
subscribe using the purple 
“Stay Up to Date” button.

http://www.morganlewis.com/topics/coronavirus-covid-19
http://reaction.morganlewis.com/reaction/RSGenPage.asp?RSID=UMVxvmyB1F6h1vNcds-8Y4-37-SvgFmpjFqBNL0SHK8
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